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Abstract 
This article considers the task faced by children learning the vocabulary of their first 
language and compares it with the task faced by older learners learning their second 
language. While there are obviously some clear differences, there are also a surprising 
number of similarities, in terms of learning words from context, word storage in the 
brain, individual preferences for vocabulary building, and more general assumptions 
about new words. In language acquisition word learning also seems to be the one 
big success area for both child and adult learners. 

introduction 

We are used to thinking that learning a second language is different from 
learning our mother tongue(s). In particular, we are used to the idea 

that children are often successful where adults fail in learning a second or 
foreign language. But in the area of vocabulary development the playing field 
seems to be even. Learning vocabulary is something adults do as well as 
children, and keep on doing throughout their lives. There is no age barrier 
to continuing to develop vocabulary in either a mother tongue or a second 
language. How refreshing! 

In order to understand better what is involved in vocabulary development, 
and how children go about acquiring their words in both their mother tongue 
and in their second or foreign languages, this article takes you through 
infanthood into early and then late childhood, identifying the major stages 
of development and comparing them, where appropriate, with vocabulary 
development in older students. 

What does it mean to 'know' a word? 
Learning a word is not as simple as it first might appear. To really claim you know 
a word, you must be able to recognise it said (or, when we are older, written) on 
different occasions, by different people, with different dialect pronunciations (or 
writing styles), at different pitches, etc. (Although sometimes we fail to recognise 
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a word we know, this is relatively rare, except when we are getting used to a 
new accent). You must know the prefixes and suffixes that attach to it, and what 
role(s) it can playas subject, as object, as verb etc. in a sentence even if you 
are not able to talk about that knowledge, or are even aware that you have it. 
Finally, you must know the main meaning of the word, its connotations, the 
words it can appear with in a sentence (its collocations), how it can be used in 
discourse, and (often) how it is spelled. 

Obviously, children build up this knowledge of words over time. Spelling, for 
example, is often a late learned part of knowing a word, particularly in the mother 
tongue. But, even with the other, more fundamental, aspects of a word, very 
young children are working against the odds. There are some, almost apparently 
insurmountable problems. Among them are that words do not reach the child's ear 
in isolation: they arrive attached to other words in long unbroken chains. Another 
problem is that some words refer to things (e.g. 'box' and 'fig'), while others 
do not (e.g. 'if' and 'when'). Some words refer to whole objects (e.g. 'man' and 
'chicken'), while others refer to parts of objects (e.g. 'neck' and 'beak'). Some 
words refer ambiguously to individuals and categories of individuals: 'dog' refers 
to an individual in the sentence 'Can you take the dog for a walk?' and to the 
whole category of 'dog' in the sentence 'The dog is man's best friend'. Finally, 
other words are ambiguous in totally unrelated ways: 'a bug' can be an insect or a 
microphone; in French, 'un avocat' can be a lawyer or an avocado. 

What do children bring to the task? 
Despite the immensity of the task, even babies show they can make an important 
start on tackling it. Newborns are immensely sensitive to speech sounds. They can 
tell the difference between different syllables in a split second. In fact, because at 
the beginning they don't know which sounds are important for the language they 
are exposed to, they are even more sensitive at one month than they are at eleven 
months. By eleven months, infants have already figured out that they can ignore 
some sound differences and only pay attention to the ones that carry the meaning 
in their language. They pay attention to the stress, and for languages where stress 
on syllables is relatively predictable, they quickly show a preference for the 
dominant word stress patterns of their language. 

On the meaning front, infants make three important assumptions. The first is 
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that new words refer to whole objects. So, if an adult points towards a teddy and 
says, 'Teddy!' they will assume that the word refers to the whole toy, and not, for 
example, to its ear, or its arm. This preference works a lot of the time, and is one 
we carry with us into word learning as adults, too. The second assumption is that 
synonyms are a bad idea. This leads them to assume that a new word refers to a 
new object, and not one they already have a word for. In fact, this, too is a good 
assumption, because even apparent synonyms such as 'child' and 'kid' are not 
really equivalent; they are not used in all the same contexts, and have differences 
qf style and register between them. The third assumption is that they assume the 
best word to learn is the conventional one, and resist special words for things. 
This is probably why young children will accept 'baby' words for things (,horsie', 
'wawa', 'choochoo') until they realise that these are not, in fact, the conventional 
words, and quickly change to the more normal ones (often leaving the parent 
using the 'baby' words because she hasn't noticed the child is no longer calling 
her bottle a 'baba' [personal anecdote!]). 

Some facts and figures of vocabulary building 
Children's first words generally appear between 11 and 14 months. Early 
vocabulary growth is slow, with children taking five or six months to arrive at 
a vocabulary of 50 words. After the 50-word mark, however, there is usually an 
explosion, otten called the vocabulary 'spurt', as the child realises everything has 
a name, and soon it becomes practically impossible to keep track of the number 
of new words the child is learning. However, when we estimate total (produced 
and comprehended) vocabulary at the age of 6, and find it to be as much as 
14,000 words, we know that the daily average must be about 10 new words per 
day! It barely slows down after that: from the age of 6 to 17 children add about 
3,000 new words per year, an average of more than 8 per day. And (a 'comforting 
thought) vocabulary continues to increase until at least the age of 40 or 50 for 
those whose minds are active and who read. In fact, as far as we know only death 
can put an end to vocabulary acquisition! 

All these facts and figures, however, must be taken with these three important 
qualifications: 
1. Different children develop their vocabularies at different rates, some 

faster, some slower. A key factor in the rate of acquisition seems to 
be how well the child can remember sequences of sounds (whether 
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real words or nonsense sequences). This indicates how efficient their 
'phonological working memory' is. 

2. Words for naming things ('dog', 'duck', 'Daddy') form the bulk 
of all children's vocabularies, but some children show a marked 
preference for words that build relationships as well (Hi! , bye!, 
mine, 'there-we-go'). 

3. Some children, often those who favour the social words for building 
relationships, produce phrases or even whole sentences as if they 
were words (e.g. 'there-we-go', 'I-wanna-go-there'), and although I 
have written them as if they were said clearly, often these children 
have very indistinct pronunciations so that it is often not clear that 
they understand that there are smaller words inside the long phrase. 

None of these differences are, in the long term, important in the sense that they 
restrict or enlarge children's vocabularies at, say, age 10; but they affect the size 
and nature of the vocabulary along the way. The main thing to remember is that 
children's vocabulary building is really quite variable. Since we also know that 
adults vary in the words they want to learn, the speed at which they learn, and 
their ability to pick up words from just hearing them, it is worth remembering 
this, whether we are talking about children or adults. 

How to learn a word 
The sheer speed of vocabulary acquisition means that, not infrequently, words 
must be learned on one exposure. Adult second language learners do the same 
thing. When there's a word they really need, they are often capable of getting it 
on one hearing/viewing. Many words, however, take multiple exposures to get. 
Children (like adults) tend to build up the meanings of words from meeting them 
in context several times and using the context to help them determine what the 
word means (young children do not run to the dictionary very often!). So, for 
example, if you hear 'Marie was blurping along the road one day, minding her 
own business when a gange flew overhead.' you may not know exactly what 
'blurping' or 'gange' mean, but you have an idea that the first describes a certain 
kind of gait, and that the second is a kind of bird. You used your knowledge of 
the syntax (as well as your knowledge of the world) to tell you that 'blurping' 
was a verb and that 'gange' was a noun, and then you used other words in the 
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context 'along the road' and 'flew' to help you to your first hypotheses for the 
two words. If you were to meet the same words in other contexts they would 
either reinforce or modify your original hypotheses until, presumably, you got 
the right (i.e. conventional) meaning of these words. This process would be aided 
by the preconceptions mentioned earlier: looking for terms referring to whole 
objects (in the case of noun learning), assuming the new words are not synonyms 
of existing words, and looking for the conventional term. These preconceptions 
prevented you from thinking that 'blurping' might refer to a particular way of 
moving one's little finger rather than the movement of the whole person, that 
gange might refer to the wing of a bird rather than the whole bird, that 'blurping' 
is not synonymous with 'walking' or the speaker would have said 'walking', and 
that if a bird is called a 'gange' then that's the conventional term for it, not just an 
idiosyncratic term used only by this particular speaker. 

The strategies I have just described result, by the age of five, in a vocabulary of 
more than.l0,OOO words. Where do they put them aU? Are they just rattling around 
in the child's brain in an unorganised fashion? Well, no. It appears that they 
fairly quickly become organised in ways which store words that are connected 
together, presumably for easier access. However, free word association tests 
suggest that up until the age of about five, children store words together that 
are 'syntagmatically' related, that is, related because they occur together in a 
sentence. So, 'chair' may be associated with 'sit' because you sit in a chair; or 
'pen' may be associated with 'paper' because you write on paper with a pen. 
After around five, the stored vocabulary begins to get reorganised, so that it is 
not syntagmatically, but 'paradigmatically' organised. This means that words go 
together that can fill the same slot in a sentence. So now, 'chair' is associated 
with 'stool' or 'bench', and 'pen' is associated with 'pencil' or 'crayon'. 
Connected to this change is that words become organised hierarchically within 
a particular subject area (lexical field). So 'bench', 'chair' and 'stool' get 
organised under the general heading of furniture together with 'table', 'sofa', 
etc. perhaps with 'chair', 'bench', stool' and 'sofa' in their own sub-group 
of furniture you sit on. 

This kind of reorganisation of words stored in the brain is important for certain 
kinds of advanced lexical skills, particularly the giving of definitions. Obviously 
you can't say 'a chair is a piece of furniture for sitting on' if you haven't got your 
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words appropriately hierarchically organised. And, in fact, children's definitions 
reflect the reorganisation of the mental lexicon. Children's early definitions 
tend to involve near synonyms, e.g. 'A bush is a shrub' where the child uses the 
synonym as if it were a superordinate term; or examples, e.g., 'Courage is when 
you stand up to a bully.' Only later are there references to the class of things 
involved: 'A flower is a plant', 'Courage is a state of mind'. And it is not until 
about age 18 that people are able to cope equally well defining abstract words 
like 'courage' and concrete ones like 'flower'. Not surprisingly, many adults find 
formulating definitions very hard. 

learning a second language 
Second language learners face many of the same problems as first language 
learners. For them, too, new words come at them embedded in a stream of speech. 
And even though there is a type of speech--foreigner talk--equivalent to the 
caretaker speech addressed to children, which is simpler and more manageable in 
some ways for the learner, that does not dispense with the problem. The second 
language learner, for example, must learn to pay attention to different sound cues 
which help break down the speech stream into separate words. The stress pattern 
of the new language may be different; there may be vowel length differences 
which were not important in the first language which are crucially important in 
the second; there may be voicing or aspiration differences in consonants which 
distinguish apparently identical words. English learners of French, for example, 
routinely have trouble contrasting the Iyl in 'vu' from the lui in 'vous', because 
it is not a distinction present in English, which has no Iyl sound. (They produce 
'Vous lavez vous?' instead of 'Vous l'avez vu?!') 

Like first language learners, second language learners begin by storing words 
in 'syntagmatic' arrangements, as they pick them up in context. Later, they 
reorganize them 'paradigmatically'. Unlike first language learners, however, 
they can often cut corners in the process because if they recognise a word 
in the second language as a direct translation of a first language vocabulary 
item, they can store it directly paradigmaticaUy. For example, if you are a 
French speaker learning English, and you encounter the word 'chair' and 
you recognise or are told that it is equivalent to 'chaise', you can store it 
directly under your entry for 'furniture' in English, parallel to how it is stored 
in French under 'meubles'. 
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It is worth mentioning here that in second language vocabulary development, 
the role of synonymy is interestingly different. On one hand, second language 
learners avoid synonyms in the second language, just as first language learners 
avoid them in the first language. Second language learners not only do not seek 
them out, they often actively reject them, even when they are offered. Having 
learned the word 'shrub' they are simply uninterested in acquiring the word 
'bush'. On the other hand, between the two languages, the search for synonyms 
is crucial and intense, particularly in the early stages of acquisition. Many 
lj3arners are obsessed, in fact, with finding translation equivalents, often to 
the detriment of understanding the connotations and discourse features of 
words in the second language. What this teaches us is that the avoidance of 
synonyms is internal to any given linguistic system, and is not a more general 
cognitive characteristic. 

Second language learners, like first language learners, are capable of enormous 
vocabulary growth sustainable over a period of years. Often, however, either the 
situation or the learner gets in the way. Children learn rapidly because they are 
immersed in words coming at them from friends, family, teachers, TV, books, 
the Internet... and because their brains are doing what they were designed for, 
namely acquiring language. Second language learners are often not in immersion 
situations, and their vocabulary 'bath' is correspondingly shallower and less 
consistent. They are often not as good as children at unconsciously 'noticing' 
words in their input, and less capable of correct repetition of what they have heard. 
On the other hand, as older people, they are able to take active analytical control 
of the language they meet, using their literacy skills to notice and record new 
words by reading and then writing them down, asking questions to clarify what a 
word means, using dictionaries, making conscious deductions from context and 
then checking their deductions. In other words, adults use conscious strategies. 
Children are either unable to do this until several years into their learning 
(as in the case of literacy-based word learning) or are simply less good at 
performing linguistic analysis because these skills take time to mature. Adults 
are also, often, more patient with the tedium of, for example, dictionary use. 
(Children, on the other hand, are more patient with endless repetition in the 
context of rhymes and songs.) 

Finally, it seems that individual differences are the hallmark of second language 
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vocabulary learning, just as they are in first language. The efficiency of the 
'phonological working memory' which is what allows us to remember and recall, 
after a short interval, sequences of speech sounds, whether real words or not, is as 
important to the rate of acquisition in the second language as it is in the first. Good 
second language learners are those who can hear a word once and remember it 
(and then with a bit of rehearsal place it in long term storage). Preferences for 
picking up chunks as opposed to individual words, and for building vocabularies 
of words for things as opposed to words for building social relationships may also 
be something that persists into second language acquisition. We all know of the 
learners who actively seek out new vocabulary for describing the world around 
them and those who are most anxious to have social expressions for managing 
in interpersonal situations; and those who are bothered by not understanding the 
internal structure of utterances (happy to pick up long phrases that are useful), 
and those who are not so bothered. Whether these individuals show the same 
preferences learning their second languages that they showed learning their first, 
I don't know, but the individual differences themselves seem to show up among 
second language learners later in life. 

Conclusion 
Children and adults are both capable of vocabulary acquisition, and there is 
no limit to continuing to expand vocabulary throughout life in either the 
first language or in the second. Moreover, there are significant similarities 
between children learning vocabulary and adults learning vocabulary, in the first 
language and the second. It is for this reason that I have provided the above 
brief overview of some of what we know about children learning vocabulary 
in the hope that it will prompt better understanding of both children and adults 
learning a second language. 
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